Heterodimers: plasmonic properties of mismatched nanoparticle pairs.
Heterodimers-two closely adjacent metallic nanoparticles differing in size or shape-exemplify a simple nanoscale geometry that gives rise to a remarkably rich set of properties. These include Fano resonances, avoided crossing behavior, and a surprising dependence of the scattering spectrum on the direction of excitation, known as the "optical nanodiode" effect. In a series of studies, we experimentally probe and theoretically analyze these properties in heterodimer nanostructures, where nanoparticle size and plasmon resonance frequency are varied systematically. Polarization-dependent dark-field microspectroscopy on individual heterodimer structures fabricated using a novel electromigration assembly method allows us to examine these properties in detail. These studies expand our understanding of the range of physical effects that can be observed in adjacent metallic nanoparticle pairs.